our cars

Ford Fiesta

Audi Quattro

Our Ford Fiesta School Cars are the
perfect platform to learn the
fundamentals of car control and rally
driving. Very close to a stock
production vehicle, we've added
rollover protection and Schroth
four-point seat belts, upgraded the
suspension to Bilstein Heavy Duty
units, and added Hawk Performance
brake pads.

The Audi Quattro Rally Cars started
the All Wheel Drive rally revolution,
and it's therefore where you'll start
your AWD skid control and rally
training. With five cylinder engines
and locked differentials in the center
and rear, you'll have a blast sliding
these cars around corners and
mastering the art of the Scandinavian
Flick!

Subaru Impreza

BMW 325i

Subaru Imprezas are one of the most
popular and versatile rally cars
worldwide. We've outfitted ours with
full rollcages and safety equipment,
upgraded suspension and brakes,
underbody protection, and other
essentials that ensure reliable fun for
years to come.

The BMW 325i is the perfect platform
to learn Rear Wheel Drive rally skills.
With full rollcages and safety equipment, powerful six cylinder engines
and limited slip differentials, our
BMWs are awesome rear wheel spinning gravel machines!

Ford Fiesta ST

Subaru Impreza WRX

The Ford Fiesta ST is a lightweight,
powerful, turbocharged Front Wheel
Drive car. True monsters here on our
technical course roads, these cars are
used on day 4 and 5 of our courses to
give you the feel and experience of
driving at the limit. Full rollcages and
safety equipment of course.

The Subaru Impreza WRX is a rallying
legend, and we've been expanding
our fleet here at the Rally School.
These cars again have full rollcages
and safety equipment, rally racing
suspension, and Hawk Performance
brake pads amongst other modifications. If you're looking for quality
turbocharged AWD rally experience,
look no further.
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